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Mansion Blast Against Mansion Blast Mod v2.35.640a64 (towards money) Features: money against Welcome to Explosive Mansion! Help grandma and grandpa renovate their home after the tsunami! Enjoy the amazing history full of adventure, along with lots of design ornaments! Blast dice of the same
color and combine boosters to win a game of 3 levels blast fun! Be careful, the number of moves is limited. Solve challenging puzzles and combine rockets and powerful explosion bombs! Beat multiple levels by creating powerful combinations to decorate rooms unlocking new chapters, along with
charming home décor and cute pets! Give the old family mansion a total makeover! Express your own style and creativity by decorating the living room, kitchen, garden, bedroom, library, and many more rooms! Hundreds of amazing indoor options are sure to satisfy even the most sophisticated taste!
Experience different décor for wonderful homes and create your own excellent atmosphere! Don't forget to take care of your pets by feeding them! Cute cats and lovely dogs are waiting for you! Feeling a little more adventurous? Experience adorable skins and beautiful clothing collection for your little furry
friends The game includes: addictive game mode: a 3-level triumphal oven game, restore and decorate mansion, become part of an exciting adventure complete hundreds of challenging levels of 3 ovens and new unlock chapters – Dozens of characters from the game, What will help you rebuild mansion
adorable pets: a cute cat and a friendly puppy waiting for you amazing home furnishings will allow you to show your personal style 'the various mansion rooms, each with a unique game, amazing animations and addictive Different story clothes for your cute friends' A friend community, you can ask for
help and send live? A super free game you can even play offline Blast Mansion is completely free to play. Enjoy explosive mansion? Read more about Alice Adventure on Facebook: If you have any contact issues with our support by sending an email to [email protected] Developer:4Enjoy Game Android:
4.2+ Genre:MOD Size:73.8 Mb Updated: TM 21.2 09.2020 Current version: 2.35.660at 4.3 Download Mansion Blast MOD unlimited movements/coins/boosters - Immerse yourself in a new exciting story that will give you a lot of new adventures with an addictive gameplay. Show your experience in
repairing and modernizing the house, help grandpa and grandmother restore their house, which has suffered great damage after the disaster. Solve the puzzle by destroying identical numbers, making crazy combo be careful because movements will be limited. Use special possible boosters using which
you can facilitate the passage of a level that is difficult in your opinion. Get rewards for completed levels and start decorating the house and repairing it, discovering several new story chapters and experiencing the full potential of this project. For the game to work properly, play without an Internet
connection Recent news, games, programs. Here you can download full versions of all games and applications on your Android device, as well as MOD games, completely free and without registration. All of them are definitely as they have been checked for viruses and performance. Don't forget to judge
us as it will help us know better what your preferences are. This game is an excellent option if you love the home design game genre. After Mansion Blast was released, it attracted a large number of users thanks to the entertainment. Enjoy exciting stories as you join the game, and see the beauty of a
new home after the change. What are the features of Mansion Blast so it can appeal to players? The gameplay is straightforward, but very interesting There is gameplay similar to games like Sweet Escapes, Lily's Garden and Vineyard Valley, your task in Mansion Blast is simply to renovate and renovate
the old family house. In the house, the lobby, kitchen, garden, bedroom, library and many other living rooms are waiting for you to give a completely different look. Join Mansion Blast, the player's task is to pay attention to arranging the cute blocks of colorful candy. They will explode when at least three
sweets of the same color form a straight or horizontal line. After each success, there will be much vivid and exciting effects. The gameplay is relatively simple; You just move your finger, rearrange the position of the candy. Users will be able to play the game with one hand. After completing the level,
players will receive many incentives after each round. You can open a new room and decorate your villa from the living room, bedroom to garden. In addition, the game allows you to explore new exotic areas to challenge yourself further. A pleasant game, Manson Blast will welcome you to the world of
colorful sweets. Therefore, you play very well, calculate to blow up candy. After each round, you will receive a number of items to decorate your own villa and accumulate power for the tournaments that will be in the game. Your task is only to explode and merge delicious candy blocks, discovering a
beautiful and nice new home. Rebuilding a completely different look to your house in Mansion Blast, you will help little grandma and grandpa to renovate the house after the tsunami. At the end of each round, you can choose the right objects to decorate your home. With hundreds of beautiful and colorful
furniture, the game will certainly make the most demanding designers also satisfied. This is the game that increases and aesthetics of the players up thanks to the fact that they will create their own home layout. The game requires players to hurry their eyes to find the right scheme. Choose a comfortable
place and enjoy hours of fun games by connecting and exploding sweet sweets. The game brings many challenges for players to conquer players will have many difficulties because Mansion Blast brings a lot of levels to conquer. You have to complete levels, open new rooms, and decorate your villa to
become a paradise of your own. The game also has power-up tools: clear tables of different levels with rockets, toy bombs, and magical objects. A wizarding world where you can explore and compete in excellent tournaments and collect amazing prizes. Candy Legend is also a unique version of match-3
game with candy, to keep you entertained after stressful working hours. That's why Candy Legend allows you to play offline without an Internet connection. The game offers a beautiful new setting and live sound system Fantastic graphics are a major factor in contributing to the game's success. Mansion
Blast takes players into a spacious and beautiful living room. Details, photos are carefully and worthy invested by the game. Therefore, players will feel excited when they see their house gradually being completed. This house is yours, so you have to decide how to arrange it as you please. The house will
be bold in your own style, not to be mixed with any, what is more fun when it is you who will bring a different beauty to each room. In addition, the sound system in the game has also excelled its mission by helping to create a gentle and light atmosphere for the whole game. Mansion Blast has been a
perfect game to satisfy both commercial and customer appreciation. With simple gameplay that promotes creativity, the game will take you to explore a new world. Moreover, with the attractive features included in the game, it promises to create an explosion soon. Mansion Blast (MOD, Бесплатные
покупки) - Увлекательная гололомка на Android из занра три в ряд. Основной сюжет игры расскажет вам историю об бабушке и дедушке, которые пережили цунами, но в следствии стихии их родной дом был разрушен. Вашим основным заданием станет помочь им его восстановить, по
мере прохождения игры улучшайте поместье, восстанавливайте его былое величие. Home»Games»Puzzle»Mansion Blast Mansion Blast - enjoy a bright puzzle in genre three in a row, where the protagonist can help the family restore the former brilliance of the old house. This building has not been
repaired for a long time, and also remained in an abandoned state: all the walls have long since peeled the paint along with Wallpaper, on the floor everything became bad, and almost all furniture and turned into dust. To solve this, you must pass a large number of game levels with different and
interesting blocks. Identical blocks must be connected in many chains so that they and add a little experience points to the piggy bank. Earned points you will need to create repairs, as well as to buy new furniture for all rooms. At the same time, during the repair work, the protagonist will have to get
acquainted with many family members, learn about them a lot of interesting things. Things.
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